Hyperspectral ghost imaging camera based on a flat-field grating.
A spectral camera based on ghost imaging via sparsity constraints (GISC) acquires a three-dimensional (3D) spatial-spectral data cube of the target through a two-dimensional (2D) detector in a single snapshot. However, the spectral and spatial resolution are interrelated because both of them are modulated by the same spatial random phase modulator. In this paper, we theoretically and experimentally demonstrate a system by equipping the GISC spectral camera with a flat-field grating to disperse the light fields before the spatial random phase modulator, hence consequently decoupling the spatial and spectral resolution. By theoretical derivation of the imaging process we obtain the spectral resolution 1nm and spatial resolution 50μm about the new system which are verified by the experiment. The new system can not only modulate the spatial and spectral resolution separately, but also provide a possibility of optimizing the light field fluctuations of different wavelengths according to the imaging scene.